Bull Terrier club of New England
Ladies Dog Club, Inc.
June 4th, 2017
Judge: Melanie Whitehair
COLORED
Winners Dog and Best of Winners
Reber’s and Lindquist’s MADCAP JUMP RIGHT IN (Emred Devil’s Spy ex GCH Madcap Jump
the Broom) Masculine, tri-colored boy, who has matured nicely since I judged him last fall. Strong
head, good expression and an excellent ear set. He could use a bit more width in his muzzle. Wide
chest, straight front and nice feet. Upstanding and squarely built, he moved freely all ways of the
ring. It’s so enjoyable to see an exhibit handled by its adoring owner and they worked perfectly
together.
Reserve Winners Dog
Ralston, Dussault and Franko’s KROWN’SNOBLEKINGERNESTLANEATWINSORBUROAK (Winsor And Legacy Road Warrior ex Krown’s Mary Jane Lane Of Winsor) Red smut
dog, nicely presented. Gentle profile with good depth of muzzle and strong under jaw. Could use a
bit more width and fill but very pleasing head overall. Straight front, good feet and broad chest.
Moved well.
Winners Bitch
Main and Wiggins YORK MOVING TOPSY TURVEY TO HARLEQUIN (Action Divining
Rod ex York St. George Morning Moon) Red brindle bitch whose lovely head is her biggest virtue.
Long and pleasing, gentle turn with super finish. Deep muzzle and under jaw with excellent
expression. Neck is long and strong with good fore chest. She is a bit long cast but nicely angled in
rear. Moved well coming and a bit close behind while moving away.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Jaspers and Bourgeois’ NOTORIOUS RHONDA ROUSEY (CH Skyline Defies Dazlin ex CH
Notorious Nevermore) Heavy weight brindle bitch who was carrying a couple extra pounds on the
day. Strong head, pleasing profile and good depth of muzzle. Well set on neck and plenty of fore
chest could use a bit more setback of shoulder. Slight break behind withers. Good rear angles with
correct tail set.
Best of Variety
Jasper’s CH RABRAM ROYAL STAR (Javarke Karbon Kopy at Rabram ex Rabram’s Bright
Star) Medium sized, black brindle male. Pleasing gentle profile, great expression with plenty of
power and fill. Well made behind the collar with balance and lovely curves. Front and rear angles
correct with an excellent tail set. Moved well on the down and back and tracked nicely when
viewed from the side; he carried his top line beautifully. Could use a touch more bone but all and
all, is still very masculine.
Best of Opposite Sex
Lindquist’s and Krukenkamp’s CH MADCAP JUMP OVER THE MOON (Emred Devil’s Spy
ex GCH Madcap Jump the Broom) Brindle bitch with a lovely, long turned head. Good depth of
muzzle and strong under jaw. Fabulous assembly of neck, shoulder and forechest; well done! Needs
a bit more bend of stifle. Moved parallel both ways and that, along with her beautiful shoulder,
carried her to BOS.
Select Dog
Rumor and Ibbitson’s GCH BAKER ST BLAZING SADDLES OF APPRENTICE (CH Baker
St Back In The Saddle Again ex Zayadi’s Hurricane Hallie)

Select Bitch
Sottile, Berez and Conca’s GCH ACTION’S SOUL POWER OF ALARIC (Emred Huntsman ex
GCH Action Headed For Power)
WHITE
Winners Bitch and Best of Opposite Sex
Alzpaiedi and Wiggins YORK GLAMOUR & GLITZ (Emred Devil’s Advocate ex York White
Moon) Stunning and elegant bitch with loads of flowing feminine curves and yet powerful
muscling. Dynamite expression with a tiny varminty eye and small thin ears. A bit more layback of
shoulder would be nice but that is splitting hairs. I found her to be almost a twin to my select bitch
but this girls rear movement decided the placements. Two absolutely delicious bitches and both
breeders should be very proud of their girls.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Wylie and D’Aquila’s CREEKSIDE NO DOUBT (GCH Winsor& Legacy Red Hot Habanero ex
Emred Devil Wears Black) White bitch with two red smut eye patches. Her head is long with good
finish and depth but could use a stronger under jaw. Good ear set, eye is correct shape but could be
smaller. Good straight front with nice feet. She would be enhanced with a bit more muscle although
she moved quite well.
Best of Variety
Whitmer and Valizadeh’s CH AMAIZE SUPERNOVA (GCH Yoeckydoes Gamin ex CH D-Bar
Lady Gaga Tulsadoom) Powerful white dog with amazing expression. Tiny, oblique and dark eye,
small thin ears right on top of his long head. Loads of bone, deep brisket and nice tuck up. He is a
bit easty-westy in front but moved with purpose and drive. It was pleasure to examine this high
quality dog.
Select Bitch
Glaser and Lindquist’s MADCAP JUMP FOR JOY (Emred Devil’s Spy ex GCH Madcap Jump
the Broom)

